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The 441 Attributes of Godhood
1. Sacred hormonal excretions
2. Evolved interpretation abilities
3. The flowering of the high heart
4. The activation of the centers of higher life
5. The magic of manifestation through emphases
6. The lesser density of godhood
7. The simultaneous expression of opposites
8. The heritage of white light
9. The life of oneness within the many
10. Inspiration as the impetus for change
11. The peaceful perspectives
12. The knowing of fullness
13. The remembrance of original innocence
14. The birth of a new song in the cells
15. The song of perpetual regeneration
16. Freedom through fluid becoming
17. The weaving of a new reality
18. The metamorphoses of matter
19. The awakened DNA
20. Choosing the reality through focus
21. Interpreters of Infinite Intent
22. Replacing stagnant patterns with vibrancy
23. Heralds of a new dispensation 
24. Effortless achievement
25. The exponential blessings of presence
26. The uncompromising certainty of deathless existence
27. Ease with the effortless responsibility of greatness
28. The humility of acknowledging the worth of all expressions
29. Integration of the inner and outer realities
30. Wordless encoded information
31. Emitting the god-hormone
32. The sentinel of the DNA transmissions
33. The Angelgods as allies
34. The resonant orchestration of experience
35. Impermeable white light
36. Conductors of infinite knowledge
37. The fluid diamond quality of changeless change
38. Immovable dynamic space
39. The eternal properties of high consciousness
40. The fluid harmony of integrated elements
41. Simultaneous expression of passion and joy
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42. Silent power of alignment
43. Smooth fluidity of embraced change
44. The wild abandonment of the interpretive dance
45. Sensual fulfilment from awareness of the environment
46. The ecstatic appreciation of omni-sensory perception
47. Integrated oneness of the feminine and masculine axis
48. Inspired boundlessness
49. Evoking freedom through the wild nature
50. Synthesis of different realities
51. Ruthless dedication to the higher reality of consciousness
52. Birth of the full rose of god-DNA
53. The full activated use of higher capacities
54. The ease of combined rest and activity
55. The combined expression of indivisible body, soul and spirit
56. The miracle of eternal matter
57. Expecting miraculous results
58. Assuming the responsibility of crystal clear intentions
59. Simultaneous cause and effect
60. Fully supporting your own desires
61. Self-communication through awareness
62. Becoming a living work of art
63. Poetry through expressed artistry
64. Disciplined mastery as a tool of freedom
65. Accepting the value of purposes that cannot be discerned
66. Living archetypally through acknowledged self-empowerment
67. The automatic living of the eye within the storm
68. Being home for oneself at all times
69. The perpetual presence of the timeless waters of the Haaraknit 
70. The elegant dance of life through inspired movement
71. The gratitude of individuated expression within oneness
72. Absolute oneness with the rhythm of Infinite expression
73. Releasing pent-up magnificence
74. Fertilized potential through activated DNA
75. Aware receptivity of the inevitable
76. Lightness of being in joyous expression
77. Wholeness through full and integrated expression
78. Divine flow of graceful accomplishment
79. Intimate connection with the Infinite
80. Embracing all components of experience through inner silence
81. Conscious action through clarity of mind
82. All-encompassing compassionate understanding
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83. Fully expressed existence without mirrors
84. Inspired expression through the Infinite’s perspective
85. Self-supportive resources through acts of devotion
86. Dissolving matrices of limitation through perspective
87. Consciously choosing our reality through inspiration as guidance
88. Existing within Divine Presence
89. Mastering the principles of time and space
90. Mastering the manifestation of Infinite Intent
91. Bridging realities through the opened high heart
92. The arena of the high mind for interpretive dance
93. Effortless knowing through the song of the cells
94. Permeating fields of tonal luminosity
95. Self-inspired self-sovereignty
96. Unlimited resources through renewed existence
97. The ageless heart of rejuvenation
98. Creating truth through authentic, inspired expression
99. Forming reality through the eternal breath of compassion
100. Blessed relief of tension
101. Acknowledgement of continuity
102. Shadowless experience of the purified mind
103. The Eternal Dance of the Infinite
104. The omni-presence of reclaimed divinity
105. Existence beyond the opposition of the inertia of polarity
106. Encoded angelic assignments
107. The womb as the seat of contentment
108. The support of the Angelgods
109. The magic participation of DNA 
110. Enhanced DNA capacity of 441 frequency chambers
111. The DNA of the god kingdom as the director of the orchestration of existence
112. The rich tapestry of expressing the evolved archetypes
113. The refined appreciative wonderment of increased archetypal facets of awareness
114. The mastering of the tools of timelessness and spacelessness
115. Becoming the cosmic assemblage point
116. Determining the way in which the perspective of reality expresses by living godhood
117. The mirrorless existence of no beliefs
118. The innocent wonder of having no worldviews
119. The vehicle of tonal luminosity
120. Tonal luminosity, the element of the oneness of gods
121. Ever renewed codes of individuated life
122. Living libraries of evolving expression of the species
123. Thriving species through appreciation
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124. Resonant attention revealing pristine reality
125. Activating inner intelligence
126. Cooperative orchestration through sensitive awareness
127. Unique perspective within the ocean of infinity
128. Activated DNA frequencies through inspired actions
129. Remembered majesty as a state of being
130. Carriers of the seed of the timeless element
131. The holy remembrance of blessed presence
132. Awareness infused actions of grace
133. The illuminated journey of openhearted intimacy
134. Stirring the hope of godhood through appreciative perspectives
135. Awakening the potential of life forms through resonance
136. The permeating presence of the sacred element
137. Chainless elemental building blocks of no resistance
138. The ageless testimony of the eternal embracing of self as everything
139. The inseparable marriage of the body and its fields
140. The clustered element of the Cosmic Dream into fluid form
141. The holy ground of acknowledged divine presence
142. Inspired actions without judgement makes the inspiration an enhanced aspect of an individu-

al’s perspective
143. Tonal luminosity as a permeating transmitter of creational codes
144. The accessible gift of undifferentiated, impersonal love
145. The mature understanding of loving as part of a higher element
146. The gift of agendaless trans-realities’ eternal, divine love
147. The momentum for freedom through strategic rewards
148. The world-altering broadcasts of peace
149. Integrated expression of simplicity within complexity
150. Self-regulating Belvaspata sigils for applicable elements of expression of the recipient
151. Fully expressed third level of the god kingdom
152. Chosen dreams fashioned from the sacred elements of my being
153. The guiltless erasing of uninspiring dreams, by withdrawing presence
154. Releasing draining ties of a fake sense of entitlement through an eternal perspective
155. The highest expression beyond martyrdom as the purest form of compassion
156. Guardians of the sacred seed within through uncompromising self-reverence
157. The side effect of flourishing is the effortless bestowal of consciousness on others
158. Strategic interactions of authenticity
159. The masterful knowing of another’s level of receptivity and ability to reciprocate
160. The overriding recognition of the Source of our existence as our ever-deepening destiny
161. The desire for Infinite Presence as the paramount attraction to inspire passionate exploration 

of the mystery
162. The unmistakeable recognition of the holy portal of infinity through the awakening of deep peace
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163. The vigilant maintenance of the unpolluted sacred space of the chosen reality
164. The guiltless accrual of the priceless commodity of consciousness
165. Never-ending self-revelation beyond the duality of ascension and descension
166. Awakening from the dream of ages of darkness
167. Illuminated, ecstatic experiential journey
168. The opened portal of homecoming
169. Removing filters of intermediaries and the illusion of the need for them
170. The reverent and humble acknowledgement of the Source of existence
171. Complete instantaneous expression of Infinite design by every creature
172. Limitless ability to receive the gifts of the Infinite through grateful recognition
173. The redemption of man
174. The passionate conviction of birthing a higher reality
175. The purification of the kingdoms
176. The authoritative declaration of withdrawing support from lower, limited life’s expressions
177. The wave of determination as impetus to achieve the miraculous birth
178. The immaculate conception of profoundly altered existence
179. Labor contraction of the birth of man through rapture and inspiration
180. Preparing the future heritage for created life, the mansion of godhood
181. Poetic solutions of grace
182. Exhilarating discoveries and sublime revelations
183. Power through aligned oneness
184. Pilgrimage of the lesser gods
185. The awakened generations
186. The Pearl of Great Price: incorruptible innocence
187. The womb of imperturbable peace
188. The dissolution of the concept of impurity
189. The refined nuances of the shamanism of the higher life
190. The orgasmic rapture of the consummated union of love and light
191. The surprise gift of awakened abilities
192. Fluid geometries of living light
193. The tools of godhood: The attitudes of appreciation
194. Serene presence of majesty exemplified
195. Bringers of effortless change
196. Magical orchestration of elements of existence
197. Reverent weaving of a new reality
198. Closure of tunnelled beginnings and endings
199. Alchemical equation of adoration in action
200. Alchemical contribution of the Earth through rooted presence of holiness
201. New beginnings that always existed
202. The higher shamanism of the gods through full awareness of the aliveness of all things
203. The higher function of the womb through fluid formlessness
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204. The embodiment of the thirty principles of perpetual self-regeneration
205. Fluid stability and dynamic balance
206. The enlarged Lahun chakra
207. The self-sovereign vehicle through space and time
208. Fluid parameters of appreciative sovereignty in expression
209. The five fluid reference points of the reality of the god kingdom
210. Replacing the two-dimensional reality with the virtual reality of the god kingdom
211. The evolving attitudes of praise, love gratitude, trust and appreciation
212. Appreciative exploration as a lens of self-exploration
213. Hearing the undistorted clarity of the dulcet sound of truth
214. Invisibility to the base reality of ill intent
215. Ascending the throne of spontaneous self-determination
216. The virtual creations of the high heart
217. Uncompromising transcendence to a higher reality
218. Eloquent expression of colorful tones
219. The alchemical union of the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine
220. The alchemical birth of the god attributes
221. The fulfilled element that holds no memory
222. Replacing duality as an energy source with self-inspired vitality
223. The reformation of individuation
224. The metamorphoses of the primary meridians into a field of infinite expression
225. The rejection of accepting games of subtle bondage
226. The fresh infusion of vitality from the journey into uncharted territory
227. The Silent Song of divinity
228. Restoring the song of perception
229. Unattached engagement through loss of value judgements
230. The revelation of the god-essence at the heart of all creation through a trusting heart
231. Moving fountain of DNA
232. Replacing environmental mirrors with expression
233. Strengthening expression of godhood with the use of god magic
234. Boundaries as the self-determined map of self-exploration
235. Truth is the self beckoning to be revealed
236. The shoreless ocean of never-ending potential
237. Releasing all binding contracts of all cycles of life
238. The absolute incorruptibility of the god kingdom and its pristine reality
239. Seeing yourself in the poetry of existence
240. I am the source of endless vitality in all aspects of existence
241. I am awakened from the dream of the law of compensation
242. The masterful elimination of memories held in the gaps between moments
243. The collapse of time into a simple eternal moment
244. Eliminating discordant influences of others by letting only resonant aspects in through appreciation
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245. Feeding the eternal moment through the sweetness of our being
246. The sweet essence of everything as the timelessness held at its core
247. The quiet strength of the moment is the timelessness in its heart
248. Living from our timeless essence through the fluid, mindless awareness of an open heart
249. Closing the gaps through appreciation and trust
250. Recognizing never-ending possibilities through full immersal into the moment
251. Reclaiming the center of existence as our home
252. Living from the core of timelessness, free from karmic memories
253. Eliminating the origin of memory-holding gaps through centered authenticity
254. Memoryless knowing with strength and confidence
255. Averted cataclysmic changes through sweeping tides of holiness
256. Opened sluices of flow, revealing newly discovered facets of expression
257. The acceptance of the validity of effortless results and accomplishments
258. Grateful acceptance of previous evolutionary stages
259. The unpolluted fluidity of higher life
260. The awakened screen of envisioning
261. The irresistible encoded messages of the Embodiment of the Divine
262. Following the silent song of Source
263. The powerful indivisibility of the virtual reality of higher life
264. The cosmic journey as a Mobius strip unites inner and outer directions into one
265. The total commitment of our attention to the moment
266. The activated frontal lobes as the director of where to find resonant inspiration
267. Dissolving dysfunction through appreciation
268. Permeating all existence with the Elixir of Life
269. Adventurous discoveries through the true humility of acknowledging the unknowability of life
270. Self-inseminated possibilities of self-reliant god magic
271. Full participation of all levels of inner and outer experience
272. Integrated experience through the bridge of fragrance
273. Elevating experience through evolved expression through activating the five bodily centers of magic
274. Mastering the wave of determination within the hypothalamus
275. Directing the symphony of life through the high heart
276. Opening the Cauldron of Receptivity of the naval (Haran) chakra
277. Activating the self-fertilization of possibilities of the genitals
278. Holding the vision and emphasizing that which is inspired through resonance within the screen with-

in the forehead
279. The replacing of light and frequency as separate expressions at all levels of existence with 

tonal luminosity
280. Replacing judgement with the recognition of where our next source of inspiration is (found?)
281. The noble bearing of omni-presence 
282. The alchemy through synchronized resonance, eliminating the gap between holes
283. The prolonged magic of being generators of the cosmic currency of the indivisible element
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284. The contributions of effort to the artistic brilliance of the whole
285. The self-replenishing union of opposites
286. The womb as the house of contentment
287. The holy restoration of the high heart song
288. Life-giving frequency and revitalizing holy breath of no-memory
289. The activation of the higher function of the 24 chakras through the alchemy of the five holy centers
290. Becoming the living bridge between heaven and Earth through the emitting of the god-hormone 

through the navel
291. The opening of the Lion’s Gate (pineal) to release the god-hormone in place of the human 

growth hormone
292. The emission of the god-hormone from the navel as the river of life
293. The elevating of the feminine through the remembering of the 24 chakras as a unified field
294. The merging of resonant factors of realities as gifts for the birth of the god kingdom
295. The manifesting of heaven on Earth through the supportive collaboration of the magic of man and 

the magic of the gods
296. Absolute metamorphoses of cosmic shape, time and space as expressed by the microcosm
297. Correct understanding of infinity as an expression of the One
298. Changing the macrocosm by changing the matrix in the cells
299. Purifying reality through the potent expression of the sacred divinity of godhood
300. Becoming the Pearl of Great Price: The ascension of Holiness beyond expression onto the throne 

of sovereignty

The 42 Principles of the Dragons

301. Integrated humanness within godhood
302. The fluid geometry of godhood
303. The alchemical equation of 999 angel gods of pristine humanity plus 441 angel gods of godhood
304. The cleansing of the geometries of space
305. The release of captured expression
306. The dissolving of patterns of programmed beliefs and contracts
307. Unified field of potential instead of 8 programmed destinies
308. The harmonious integration of the purified Ida and Pingala
309. The resurrection of the upper pranic tube
310. The revitalization of the lower pranic tube
311. The pristine expression of the resurrected inner warrior (See Journey to the Heart of God)
312. The restoration of fullness of expression for the inner sage
313. Living the 999 principles of pristine man
314. Emphasizing the 9 tones of Boundlessness
315. The clear poetic tones of the Earth
316. Proactive passionate exploration of adventure
317. Self-communication through the environmental indicators
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318. Self-determined, unshakable optimism from knowing the environment to be your expression
319. The mastery of eliminated self-indulgence
320. The fulfilled heartsong of self-created attitudes of enjoyment
321. The faithful expression of self-determined rhythms of the dance of individuated existence
322. Confident expression of innovative greatness
323. Living from the recognition of the fresh and unique gifts and requirements of the moment
324. Trusting the unfolding genius within responding to the unknowable
325. The evolved expression of masterful living
326. Tapping into the abundant heart of existence
327. Living within the boundless field of Infinite Intent
328. The simultaneous expression of unique aspects of the DNA
329. The awakening of the twenty god archetypes of existence
330. The harmonious integrated oneness of masculine and feminine in a pristine magical union
331. The bounty of pristine magical living
332. Combining form and formlessness by combining potential with self-actualization
333. The bounteous flow of 20 bodily meridians
334. The birth of the field of meridians
335. The joyous creation of the bounty of the flowing eternal moment
336. Receiving all as the ocean of potential and expressing it as magical manifestations
337. Imperviousness through the expression of the 9 attitudes of adoration in action
338. Miraculous resolutions and gifts through the inspired, self-directed choice of reality
339. The harmonious, integrated expression of the inner and outer as one through knowing the validity of 

all life forms
340. Freedom from mirrored matrices through living from the majestic poise of the divine self
341. Becoming the alchemical equation to remove the 7 attitudes that cause the membranes between the 

levels of expression of the rows of DNA
342. Consciously determining reality through chosen perspectives

The 99 Qualities of Brilliance

343. Soaring aspirations
344. Daring decisions
345. Ingenious insights
346. Living beyond the masses
347. Self-motivated creativity
348. Choosing excellence
349. Undeterred perseverance fuelled by hope
350. Adaptability to the terrain of the adventure
351. Passion wisely applied
352. Celebrated achievements
353. Ageless luminosity
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354. Exquisite miracles
355. Endless new beginnings
356. Determined refusal of the status quo
357. Questioning curiosity
358. Expressed inspiration
359. Indisputable excellence
360. Illuminated ideas
361. A compassionate journey
362. Encouraging presence
363. Dauntless exploration
364. Contented poise
365. Self-encouraged dreams
366. Transcending paradigms
367. The flight of inspired imagination
368. Unabashed opulence
369. Uncompromising self-respect
370. Faith in the achievement of the impossible
371. Commonplace miracles
372. Designing meaningful moments
373. Silent communion with the eternal self
374. The depth of contemplation
375. The genius of effortless knowing
376. The solitary path of global transformation
377. Revealed perfection
378. Undeterred wonderment
379. Expectations of the miraculous
380. The artistic perspective
381. The brilliance of poetry in action
382. Hope fuelled by proactive implementation
383. Diligently watching for opportunities
384. Gratefully accepting the gifts of the moment
385. Turning wishes into plans
386. The greatness of learnt lessons applied
387. Courageously transcending reason
388. The moral courage of overcoming inner fear
389. Transcending inner boundaries by mastering inner fears
390. Confidence in the flawlessness of life
391. Daring disregard for the false promise of security
392. Embracing the undiscovered journey of a pioneer
393. The peace of self-confidence and enduring inner strength
394. Confident strides of freedom from the conditioned life
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395. Choosing the passionate life
396. Fuelling the flames of talent with bold expression
397. Liberal generosity of spirit
398. Shining in spite of public censure
399. Excessive enthusiasm
400. Childlike delight
401. Fearless living
402. The self-gifting of the abundant life
403. Elegant solutions
404. Declare yourself with the brilliant song of your life
405. Spontaneous innovations
406. Cherishing your uniqueness
407. Unwavering authenticity
408. Uncompromising self-sustenance
409. Self-sustaining approval of extraordinary accomplishments
410. A wealthy internal infrastructure
411. Indomitable resilience
412. Courageous statements of living the highest truth
413. The infusion of vibrancy into all expression 
414. Desire to improvise and experiment
415. Integrating opposites through non-judgement
416. Choosing an attitude of praise
417. The depth of the tempered life
418. The self-determined quality of life through the tool of attitude
419. Equanimity in the face of adversity
420. The patience of the timeless perspective
421. Lightness of being through appreciation of the divine comedy
422. Tenderness of treating the self and others
423. Perseverance to proceed in the direction of that which inspires love and enthusiasm
424. Determination to make a habit of success
425. Self-responsibility for the direction of your journey
426. A work ethic that transforms talent into genius
427. The innovation of the fearlessly controversial
428. Ignoring the crowd’s inevitable discomfort when confronted with excellence
429. Opening doors of opportunity through self-reliance
430. Courageously applying the dynamics of turning mistakes into achievements
431. Brightening existence by cultivating the habit of encouragement
432. Collecting the treasure of implemented ideas
433. The open freedom of a disciplined life
434. The greatness of rising to the opportunities presented by great stress
435. The effortless and unencumbered generosity of an open heart
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436. Inspiring the days to come by the illuminated living of today
437. The fearless journey into tomorrow through the unshakeable knowing that life is benevolent in nature, 

whether we can see it or not
438. Replacing the fear of being wrong by the desire to learn
439. The acknowledged brilliance of the timeless essence of all life forms
440. Releasing the need to know in favor of experiencing all things anew in each newborn moment
441. The brilliance of the totally surrendered life that dances upon the never-ending journey of eternal 

discovery and delight
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